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** Bestseller Kids Book About Horses ** Downloaded by more than 1,000  Customers! Bestselling

children's author Kate K. Garcia presents Horses: Kids book of fun facts & amazing pictures on

animals in nature. The book reveals young readers the most noble animal on the planet. Kate in her

writing uses carefully chosen simple words that every young reader will feel and understand. The

book is packed with amazing high-resolution pictures that help your child to understand the (fun)

facts about those magnificent animals. Sections include anatomy of horses (eyes, ears, nose, tail,

teeth, colors, hair, â€¦), how they communicate, what they eat, how man and a horse can become

friends and various interesting facts about horses (e.g. if they really sleep standing). Each section

features one or more full-color photos that look great on the full color Kindle. Kate also writes about

the smallest horse on the planet and recommends resources for further reading. There are also

picture captions that provide more information to talk about with your child. Nevertheless, a child of

any age can just look at the images and appreciate its beauty.Get this Kindle book at this special

price exclusive to the  Store.*** Itâ€™s guaranteed that your child is going to love this book. ***
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This is a wonderfully written book that introduces young children to the world of horses. The author

writes in a lovely easy style that will guarantee the attention of young minds. The pictures are also

delightfully illustrated.This book is packed with great information and is obviously well researched.

Even adults will find this book very insightful. The author clearly has a passion for these animals and

it shows in this work.This book will make it easy for young kids to learn about horses in a fun way.

My granddaughter and I enjoyed reading it together. She got a lot of fun from reading it and looking

at the pictures... and so did I!I would recommend Horses: Kids Book of Fun Facts as a nice

enjoyable read for all young kids and the young at heart also! I must admit, I enjoyed reading this

one myself!This is a wonderful children's book that will encourage young kids to explore and ask

questions about horses, and indeed other animals that share the planet with us. So in that respect, it

will open up young minds to the world around them.This is a nice and entertaining read for young

children. A recommended read for the young...and the young at heart!

I was a kid in the 1950s when it seemed like half the TV shows and movies were westerns, so of

course, most kids wanted their own horse. I settled for a bicycle, but I guess that fantasy of having

my own horse never completely went away. So I've always been kind of intrigued with horses. Kate

Garcia's little book has a wealth of interesting facts about horses, with accompanying color

photography that complements the text very well.The book is a series of brief descriptions of a

horse's anatomy and how they live, eat, sleep, and play. There are also some fascinating tidbits

about horse psychology. Remarkably, horses are one of the few animals that have been

domesticated but also still live in the wild. Horses are social animals, and if other horses are not

around, they often make friends with other animals like dogs or cats. There are several photographs

of young children with their ponies. I promise that if your own kids see these, they're going to want a

horse of their own!It's a marvelous book for kids or adults who want to learn a bit more about

horses.

I really liked this book on facts about horses! I like horses too! Of course I cannot have one of my

own as I live in a two bedroom condo ,on the second floor. also because I cannot not afford to do

the care that they so need? I used to be able to go horseback riding regularly and then I was unable

to go because I had no way to get there and now I am not so sure that I may even afford to do this

because of other high costs of living ,see? I gave this author five stars for such a great book of facts

and photos of horses! Great job Kate! I recommend this book for all horse lovers young and old.



Who know even those who think that they know everything about horses may even learn a thing or

two. Thanks author for making this book possible for anyone to be able to read it ,who can read or

view the photos when one cannot find someone to read it to them! I got this book free from Daily

Free Books deals !By Angela

Author Kate K. Garcia has us from the first page of this well-written and lavishly illustrated with color

photography book about a topic that touches us all - Horses. She provides sage information about

the subject in a language that is readily accessible to children without speaking down to them (or to

adults, for that matter).Appropriately Garcia starts with a touch of history of the first horses

domesticated - in Asia around 5000 years ago. She offers the proper designators - stallion, mare,

foal - for edification, and then the eating and sleeping habits, anatomical aspects of horses with

interesting added information about function of each trait, care of the animals, and their relationship

to people. Each of these sections is embellished by excellent color photographs of that aspect of

horse being described - one of the most beautiful collections of equine images ever gathered in one

book.While it is obvious that this book will become a favorite among children, the artistic quality of

the monograph and the solid information provided will likely make it equally popular with adults. We

all continue to appreciate the popularity of Horse Stories! Highly recommended. Grady Harp, August

13

I was a kid in the 1950s when it seemed like half the TV shows and movies were westerns, so of

course, most kids wanted their own horse. I settled for a bicycle, but I guess that fantasy of having

my own horse never completely went away. So I've always been kind of intrigued with horses. Kate

Garcia's little book has a wealth of interesting facts about horses, with accompanying color

photography that complements the text very well.The book is a series of brief descriptions of a

horse's anatomy and how they live, eat, sleep, and play. There are also some fascinating tidbits

about horse psychology. Remarkably, horses are one of the few animals that have been

domesticated but also still live in the wild. Horses are social animals, and if other horses are not

around, they often make friends with other animals like dogs or cats. There are several photographs

of young children with their ponies. I promise that if your own kids see these, they're going to want a

horse of their own!It's a marvelous book for kids or adults who want to learn a bit more about

horses.Note: My review is based on the Kindle version of the book that I read.
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